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About This Game

Turret Architect is an incremental game where you get to build your own gold-farms.

There is always something to do, build new tiles, upgrade the old ones, collect gold, expand your map, find the sky islands.

Kill Mobs to get gold, use Turrets to automate that.
Then use Spawners to spawn more mobs in selected locations, filling them up with life essence collected from Life Plants.

Automatically pick up gold with Gold Collector's, and speed up time in selected areas with Overloaders.
Expand your map, finding the sky islands with goodies that include useful Player Abilities.

Upgrade the Turrets, increasing your damage, upgrade Spawners to fight tougher mobs that drop more gold, upgrade the Life
Plants to feed the increasing needs of spawners, continue the cycle.
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This game is still very much under development, and we are planning to add many more features like: New buildings,
Multiplayer, Reset mechanics and Bosses.
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Title: Turret Architect
Genre: Casual, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
Red Matter Studio
Publisher:
Red Matter Studio
Release Date: 28 Nov, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/10

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel Integrated Graphics

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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Brilliant. It's the game I've always wanted to play. It can be a little daunting at first but once you get used to it then its a blast.
Visually the game is okay but the storyline is poor. The placement of the notes is to random. Finding the hamster you would
think would lead you to a note but instead the note is in a completely random place. Spend a lot of your time wandering from
room to room listen to little noises and the old door shutting. Nothing scary at all. Hopefully improves latter,

Can not recommend as not enough effort or logic given to the story.. This is the most reliable game recorder that I have ever
used. I tried out several like FRAPS, Dxtory, Bandicam, and even free ones like xfire. Out of every one that I've used this
program was the best to use out of all of them. Fraps took too much memory and didn't compress well. Dxtory was fantastic
until certain games doesn't work well with it and renders it useless. Bandicam is the closest to Playclaw, but playclaw beats it by
just the simplicity and features it provides. I haven't encountered a problem with playclaw since I got it. So long as this program
is updated, it never will.. anime is finally real. I am not sure what i just played but i kinda liked it..... even tho i i am crap at what
ever i am doing in this game

Gameplay 1440p: https://youtu.be/aHJ1Jh_L-nA

. Please don't buy this game. It isn't worth 3 dollars. Every enemy clips through walls and the ground (granted, they are ghosts
but it looks stupid) The attack combos are nothing special and you'll end up just mashing the number buttons randomly because
none of it really matters. Honestly I got this game out of curiosity and that has been quenched after about 8 minutes of
gameplay. Good luck!. Played through the free version and loved it, at least where it ended off at and had me wanting more.
Also I'm Stoked for the anime coming this fall!
. Become a Lord, become a Jarl, marry some highborn chick, get some villages and castles.
Or just go full mercenary and destroy everything, carving a kingdom in your name.

Mount And Blade : Warband lets you do whatever the hell you want. It starts you off with a few simple quests then throws you
into it's vast world submerged in chaos as the kingdoms vie for power and control of the empire.

And yes, there's a Game of Thrones mod for this which is probably the best closest thing you'll get to a Game Of Thrones game
that is actually good.. Zup! 6 Is a perfect time waster,
if you are low on budget feel free to try the first one,
you'll get addicted your first Start-up
But if you got extra couple of $$$,
Grab the whole collection! You won't regret that :).
----------------------------------
\u2605 -Graphics- \u2605
\u2611 Very good
\u2610 Good
\u2610 Bad (Stay away)

\u2605 -Gameplay- \u2605
\u2611 Very good
\u2610 Good
\u2610 Bad (Stay away)

\u2605 -Audio- \u2605
\u2610 Very good
\u2611 Good
\u2610 Bad

\u2605 -Difficulty- \u2605
\u2610 Very Easy
\u2611 Significant brain usage
\u2610 Very Difficult
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\u2605 -Price- \u2605
\u2611 Worth the price
\u2610 Recommended but over priced
\u2610 Not recommended

Overall: \u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605 (4\/5). I don't know what so many peaople are talking about, I find this DLC very good and
I spend about 5h in it.
Keep hating everything and there will only be games like Fortnite.
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This game is incredibly complex -- in a good way, except for the fact that its just too complex for the AI to get a decent grasp
on. It's also made to be modded, and frankly, is really best played with the "Balance Mod", which basically turns it into a game
of Space Empires IV, with cooler graphics. The default game is unbalanced to the point of being effectively broken -- find, and
install the Balance Mod, if you get the game.

Due to the complexity of the game, single player is kind of easy, unless you give the AI outrageous bonuses to production, etc.
The AI just can't manage the game as well as a player can (although the Balance Mod AI is certainly superior the the default
AI).

Multiplayer, via PBEM, is the ultimate MP space conquest experience. I'm not kidding. There is NO equal. I have played just
about every space conquest game in existance, and NOTHING beats SE4/SE5 when it comes to mutliplayer. I say Play-by-
Email (or cloud drive, these days, is an amazing option), because you want people to spend 15-30min on their turn, and run the
turns simultaneously, to really get the best experience.

Space Empires is, and always has been, the computer equivalent of a board game called "Starfire: Empires" (or "Starfire: New
Empires", for the second edition). This game was/is outstanding, if you're into epic galactic conquest with your friends. Space
Empires IV/V do not disappoint, if you are willing to muscle through the poor UI design issues that give the game its steep
learning curve. The fleet AI interface is particularly well hidden, and tough to grasp, but the nuances of the game, particularly of
the tech tree, are unending -- and worth the time.. What can I say about Zombie Buster VR...hm well its cool and its a stand still
FPS game. The game takes place on Mars AD 2075 is where you the "zombie buster" soldier are suppose to be exploring a
science facility where a group of scientists were researching something on Mars. A month goes by the scientits were found
killed by mutant zombies. Your job is to eliminate the zombies. However this game does game isn't 100% perfect and I shall
explain.

Issues
1. Reloading- to reload you put you arms to your sides and the fun automatically reloads for you. However sometimes the
reloads didn't work and I had to redo the reload animation to reload. An option to ether reload your self or auto-reload.

2. Graphics- the graphics are blury. No idea why, I had the graphics set to the highest setting and was still a bit blury. also I
didn't see too much of a change in graphics, maybe 10% difference.

3. Zombies- the zombies looked too much like an alien. When I first saw them I immidently thought aliens instead of zombies
which made me think I bought the wrong game. Since game is called zombie buster and seeing the creatures looking more like
an alien I was calling the game alien buster.

3. Sound- the sound was more or less okay. I had no base line to compare so I just didn't pay attention to the game.

4. Features- this has to do with the store page mainly (yes it is part of the game). Number 5 feature says "A game with Improved
artificial intelligence (MOB), more realistic than traditional games by responding to player's movements in various ways) well
hate to break it but the A.I. was under average. The zombies pretty much were predictable and killing them were easy.

5. Same pistols- I liked the pistols but after the second map I was bored of them. I wanted something different. Using the same
weapon for what 6-8 maps gets boring pretty quick.

6. Local and World challenge- I have no idea why this is part of a game that is suppose to be "immersive". When a game adds
compition to it, you will be trying to get the highest score possible to be in a rank, which will make you remember that its a
game.

7. The Hud- the bullet, health and slow-mo were annoying on my face. I would assume I was wearing an advanced helmit but
that being right were I need the most vision was a nad placment on the developer's part.

I am not saying the game is bad, but I was getting bored with the same weapons and the challenge part just made the game
boring for me very quickly. I would have loved new weapons or moving around the maps and being able to reload my gun
myself because that would make me immersive in the game regardless of graphics or sound issues. Zombie Buster VR gets a
6\/10 score and I can recommand this game if you are a standing still, FPS, challenge player.. What this game lacks in gameplay,
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it makes up for in feels. The music and art style really come together to set the perfect mood to bring a tear to your eye. These
are the games I point to when people say the video games aren't an art form.

if it can make you feel... it is art. Among the oldest games in the Sherlock Holmes series, this is perhaps the most one closest to
the spirit of the original books. A crime occurs and there is an obvious suspects that has the motive... but something doesn't fit.
Go around the scenes and gather information that leads you towards solving the mystery. Collect clues, documents and
testimonies and use them to find the correct answers to the questions that arise in relation to the crime.

This game is very good, especially considering it's a bit old now. Its stronger part is the gameplay, while graphics and UI design
leave something to be desired. Also, there are a few parts (e.g. the forest part) where you may lose, without a checkpoint and no
autosaves, which means that if you didn't save shortly before, you are screwed. There are some other minor annoyances such as
having to remove the quickbar (can be done with a single button press), in order to go to the previous area or find a clue.

Although there are better options out there, this is a nice piece of game that you won't regret getting if you are out of detective
games to play.. This is the first game of a 7 year old, to be able to release it and make it available to the world, that was
unthinkable when I was 7. For that small price it is worth supporting. The Game itself is basic (pun intended), short fun.. >loads
up game
>30 minutes of cutscenes
>tutorial shows up
>teaches you absolutely nothing
>another 10 minutes of cutscenes
>actual game begins
>no idea at all what to do because tutorial taught you nothing
>7 restricted turns
>uses 2 to just reach the objective
>enemy saw me through a wall
>puts gun barrel directly in front of the skull of the guy, its literally touching him
>76% hit chance
>guy misses shot
>weird fetus looking thing kills him in 1 hit
>entire team misses every single shot, dies. Awesome. Nice and calming, and I feel like I'm smart when I play it.. She looks
buch bee-tter with this outfit!. This game is looking to be a great project.
The developer is always working on it and updating regular as well as engadging with the community.
It is in its early Alpha stage and i think community feedback will help the developer shape the game to suit its audiance.

There will be a story mode as its main feature as well as its Sandbox mode wave survival mode.
I think it will be amazing once finished and only recommend it to those who want to have input on shaping a game
and being a part of its success.
:)
Oh also the graphics are great too :)
Also the reason for my low hours is because i am a part of the testing team.
But i purchased the game like everybody else and you too could be a part of the testing team also just join and ask on the
official discord.. A wonderful platformer with a simplet but difficult premise: Excluding Black, three colours of platforms exist,
each colour cancelling out another, making the player switch platforms and traps out of existence to navigate each platform level
to the exit. Solid gameplay and framerate, excellent controls and responsiveness. Highly recommended.
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